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December 17, 2021
NOTICE:
RE:

To the Heirs of Spanish & Mexican Land Grants
News Update on Voice of Change-Exciting Weekly Update
What is being exposed? Find out….

Will project Veritas help us? IRLEAKS a whistleblower network is looking for more
whistleblowers and says they have evidence that supports our cause – Our latest article on
Spanishlandgrantheirs.com discusses it. They have contacted Project Veritas and asked for
help and are awaiting an answer. We have given them permission to republish any articles we
have.
1. You must read this article and if you have information, please contact us through the
spanishlandgrantheirs.com website:
https://spanishlandgrantheirs.com/corruption-murder-and-oil-and-gas-payoffs-to-keeproyalties-away-from-the-heirs-texas-irleaks-is-looking-for-whistleblowers/
2. Another exciting piece of news is their investigation, the largest of its kind in the history
of the United States. You have probably seen the panama papers, and other of the like. They
are working on an article all about our cause called “the Texas Papers”. Although we must be
patient as their investigation could take 6 months to a year or more. They said they will release
leaks in sections, but they are not ready at all to release anything yet. This would be great if it
all happened around the same time we published the full page newspaper ads. We are staying
in contact with them and will keep you updated.
The largest investigation in history from the Texas oil boom exposes murder, theft,
swindling, fraud, corruption that benefits powerful leaders, state officials, politicians, oil
and gas companies, attorneys, and have stolen trillions of dollars in royalties from
original land grant owners, descendants and other citizens. – IRLEAKS
3. In addition we are focusing our efforts for the next months on the new sister site and the
evidence that supports our case is growing. We will keep you updated as it grows in evidence,
supporting documents, laws, cases, video, investigations and whatever else we can use to put
our injustice in the public’s eye and gain national / international attention.
Don’t forget on the new website spanishlandgrantheirs.com you can download a copy of
the latest press release and a copy of the newspaper ad we want to run, it is located
towards the bottom of the home page.

4. We are gaining attention, as more and more people are subscribing to the email news alerts.
Some of the things you can continue to do are staying positive and unite everyone together.
This is our strongest value. In the past people were negative and dividing, but now those
people are being outnumbered by the positive people coming together.
We cannot imagine how other leaders felt when they organized large groups of people united
together, and we are feeling the electricity and excitement growing. Maybe they felt the same
way with a sense of honor, proud of what they accomplished, yet remaining humble.
We are going to get there, for the first time in years we can feel and see things moving
forward. It is truly exciting.
Don’t be surprised when you see next week’s update and what is going on. Stay tuned.
Don’t forget the Coalition usually sends us it updates on the weekend, don’t miss it.
Thanks and Regards,
The Voice of Change Network
Below is the link to above article:
https://voiceofchangenetwork.com/exciting-weekly-update-what-is-being-exposed-find-out/
The group is accepting donations to help pay for current and future expenses. Let’s all do our
part and help. Click on the link below for more information and on how to place your donations:
https://voiceofchangenetwork.com/we-need-and-are-asking-for-your-support-please-read-thisimportant-update/
Please stay tune, stay safe, stay connected and let us know how you can help.
“We cannot always expect justice to prevail but we must never cease to seek it.”
Respectfully,
Federico Blanco Balli

